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About This Game

What secrets does the ancient monastery hold, high on its snow-covered mountain slope? What has brought the demonic
Preacher here, and can anyone stop him now that he is more powerful than ever?

Play the enthralling hidden object puzzle adventure game from the creators of Grim Legends!

Enigmatis 3: The Shadow of Karkhala is the final chapter in the blockbuster trilogy: an exciting detective story rife with
adventure, puzzles, and ancient mystery.

The ultimate hidden object adventure begins!

The demonic preacher has escaped to the remotest mountains in pursuit of a grim secret that could give him ultimate power. He
has already eluded the investigation of the protagonist detective and her partner Hamilton twice: once in Maple Creek, and again

in Ravenwood. It’s no mystery that this time it’s personal.

43 hand-drawn locations full of HO scenes!

After returning to Maple Creek and uncovering new evidence about the preacher’s enigmatic plan, the two detectives set out in
search of a centuries-old monastery hidden high in the breathtaking mountains where the immortal preacher’s lifelong quest for

world domination could finally meet its sinister end.

Exciting 25 mini games and puzzles set in the Karakorum Mountains!
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What is hiding in the ancient monastery that clings to upper reaches of the snow-covered mountain? What nightmarish secret is
the preacher looking for there?

Fantastic detective story rich in eerie mysteries!

Drawn into this ancient struggle between the forces of light and darkness, the detective must defeat the ominous preacher at any
cost. Will they even be able to stop him now that he’s more powerful than ever before?

More mini games and puzzles in the bonus adventure!

Play the Blood on the Snow prequel to the main game for more storylines and even more mysteries and hidden object scenes!

Features

The ultimate hidden object adventure begins!

43 hand drawn locations full of Ho scenes!

Exciting 25 mini games and puzzles set in Karakorum Mountains!

Fantastic detective story rich in eerie mysteries!

More mini games and puzzles in bonus adventure!
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Title: Enigmatis 3: The Shadow of Karkhala
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Artifex Mundi
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Great game, just needs more players!. As others have said, this game is a pretty solid old-school RPG. Overall I found this game
to be fairly well balanced, with no grinding necessary on normal difficulty. The dungeons were overall well laid out, with
interesting puzzles and not so long to get tedious. The story was decent, although the writing was unpolished and could have
benefited from some good editing. I liked the quest system, but thought it was under utilized, and the Monster Node system is
something I would love to see implemented in other games. The skill trees were an interesting addition, but I felt that the skills
and equipment didn't always work well together and both could have been better balanced. The mouse system was also not as
polished as it could be, which led to many frustrating miss clicks throughout the game.

While I think the game is worth buying, I can't recommend this game for full price because it has some big bugs. Most are only
slight annoyances (like a door leading to the wrong place when you go back through it), but the Phoenix Feather augment, which
should give the Regen ability, instead gives Innverterate. Since the game came out in 2010 and this bug is known, I think it's
fairly egregious for Dancing Dragon Games not to have issued a patch fixing this.. Really had fun with this game. The AI is
challenging and the physics feel pretty accurate though not perfect. For the price to enjoyment factor it's an easy buy.. Feeling
sad this game clearly had some potential

+insense WWII's history
+authentic visuals

-clunky controls
-gameplay issues.
- lacks ,depth, length
-short
-poor voice acting
 -some puzzles are dumb

. Over all this is a good game however the game is limited what you can do which i expected for a roller coaster game, just sit
and watch the view. The game provides a variety of locations to ride such as riding in space or the moon which is fab.

At first riding around sharp quick bends caused some notation sickness after a few times you get use to it and do not feel it at all
.

For the price I say its no harm to buy even its get boring very quickly after a few minutes as theres not much to do bu sit and
watch.. Yeah, pretty awesome. Felt like I was stuck in an old arcade game... wait a sec, I think that's Disney Copyright... and so
it should be :)
Great dodgeplay, and maybe a bit too addictive. Needs a bit of polish...or grit (hint hint), but gameplay makes up for it, by far.
Abit hard-core for casual players, but also a nice game to turn noobs into shooter lovers.. Even though it is free, going to have to
vote thumbs down.

I understand what the developers are trying to do - build up some momentum, leave the game on a cliff hanger and hopefully the
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player will buy Part II when it eventually comes out (.. if it ever comes out). However, rather than giving you half a book, you
are just getting the prologue. The game takes around 20 minutes to beat, 5 minutes extra to test the extra paths; there are 3
decisions in the game, none of which appear to affect anything other than the 3-4 lines after the choice. The world seems
interesting, but way too short/shallow to be invested in any of the characters.

The game engine is lackluster, no option to get rid of animations, or to speed up text. There is an option to "skip" but no usual
choice between "skip seen before" and "skip all."

The background art is beautiful and one of the best I have seen in any VN. A lot of talent there! The character art however, I did
not like - bland looking and the faces all look mushy. That is not to say that I can draw any better, because I certainly cannot, but
just isn't my style.

In conclusion, I hate to be giving bad reviews to free games because there was certainly a lot of effort here. However, it simply
isn't substantial enough, even as an introduction to the world. For that reason my recommendation is to pass and check out some
of the other free VNs that are more fleshed out.. I enjoyed the game. Well worth it for the purchase price. The game needs
interface improvements. There is a somewhat lack of options and in order to change resolutions you must restart the game. Your
required to select a resolution size prior to launching the game. This is somewhat annoying. Considering if you don't like the
selected resolution you must restart. Game interface and the level joining relatively easy no complaints. Game just needs better
options.. Very bland and repetitive game. I had high hopes for it but the difficulty level along with any sort of progression are
non-existent.. i did not care for the non updated game
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Took me a little too long before I realised this was an Alexey Pajitnov (Mr Tetris!) simulator.

Why is the calendar from 1984? Why is there a gameboy on the shelf? Why are there tetris blocks flying from the sky outside?
All became clear once I stopped thinking and allowed the Diorama to take hold.

Charming escapist experience!. The idea behind the game and all sound exciting and similar to Football Manager 19 which i
also enjoy playing. So with hockey being my favorite sport and thinking it would be close to how FM19 plays out i was all in.
Yes some things are similar and work the same as in FM19 but the part i was excited about in watching my team perform on the
ice wasn't there. Just simply watching a stats screen. SO if you enjoying just watching stats all game then this is perfect. Maybe
if they can allow you to watch your team play i can recommend this then, until then, this is a no from me. 10/10 tottaly worth it..
It is a very good route to drive on. It has great scenary and great engines with rolling stock in very well done liveries body
designs. As I live close to this line in real life, it's very realistic. However, I was disappointed to find out that it doesn't go further
than Oxford or Didcot. As I live in the Swindon area, as was disappointed to discover that Swindon hasn't been included. Apart
from that, it's very well done.. Lots of fun and very beautiful to experience. The price is on point. I wish there were more
fractals and coloring \/ lighting options and an ability to zoom in on fine detail. With a bit more work (the ability to use custom
formulas, perhaps some way of producing static 360 stereo images to allow for more detail at the expense of being able to move,
with a switchable real-time preview) this would easily be worth double the price or more.. Charming, weird and crazy little ball-
physics puzzler with a rocking soundtrack and a very appealing little simple Unity style. Sometimes frustrating physics and level
search. For that price it's a no brainer.
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